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This card reader fits to the machine as if it were an illuminated pushbutton, by its stem for 22mm x 

22mm (or 24mm) mounting holes. This solution makes for an easy, quick, and ergonomical 
installation, thus cutting down time and significant costs.  In fact, thanks to this device, it is enough to: 

1) remove one of the buttons from the deck, and install in its place the FALCH reader with button, or: 

2) drill a  24mm hole in a convenient cabinet position, and install the FALCH reader without button. 
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        NOTICE 

This manual has been drafted with the utmost care. Nevertheless, it is not possible to guarantee at all times the 
absolute correspondence of the descriptions contained therein with the actual characteristics of the product. 
Alberici S.p.A. declines any and all responsibility towards the User with reference to damages, losses, or claims of  
third parties, resulting from the use of the product or caused by incorrect interpretations of this manual. 
Alberici S.p.A. reserves the right to modify, without prior notice and in any way, any part of this manual and the 
technical specifications of this product, as part of the continuous pursuit of improvement of its products. 

 



CH-AC01 

Dear Customer, 
we would like to thank you and congratulate for your choice. We trust that you will appreciate the quality and 
performance of the FALCH card reader. This system communicates by cctalk protocol, AES 256 encrypted by the 
Diffie-Hellman key-exchange protocol. 

 

 

 

1. Package content 
 
The package contains: 

 
- the FALCH BC reader for magnetic stripes, chip and NFC cards; art. ref. Is LC-L1AK 
- the Operator manual (this manual) 

 
This product has been packed with the utmost care. In the case that you receive it damaged or incomplete, please 
notify immediately your findings to the Carrier, and ask him to record your findings on the delivery receipt. 
All packaging material must be recycled or disposed of in compliance with your local applicable laws.  

 

2. View of the product 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. WITH BUILT-IN ILLUMINATED PUSHBUTTON            B.    STANDARD 

 

3. Product description 
 
3.1 Generals 
 

This device can read magnetic stripe cards (ISO7810, ISO7811 standard), or cards with integrated microchip  
(IC) (ISO7816 standard). It can also read in contactless mode using NFC technology. 
The card must be introduced and withdrawn manually. The reading takes place while the card is inserted.  
Communication with the machine control board takes place via ccTalk interface. 
The contact pins for reading the chip are controlled by soft clamping springs, preventing from possible deterioration. 
        
When the card is inserted into the reader, it detects the tax code contained in the magnetic stripe or in the micro-chip,  
and transmits the data required by the master card. For example, in the case of machines whose use is forbidden to  
non-age people, the data relating to the age of majority shall be pertinent. Information on the date of birth can be  
obtained from the magnetic stripe. Additional data can be obtained by reading the micro-chip: tax code,  name,  
surname, gender, common birth, municipality of residence.  
 
 
 
Note: Memory Cards or Smart cards are typically used for identification or to manage complex data sets. The former  
are mainly used for applications of low complexity ,such as prepaid cards, loyalty cards, etc.. The commands are  
sequences of bytes encapsulated in a serial protocol. Smart cards are usually reserved for applications requiring a  
higher level of security.

Please read carefully this handbook, to obtain the most from this product. 



+12 Vcc (+/- 5%) 

 
3.2 Compatible cards 
 

The IC card (microchip) must comply with the ISO 7816 standards (providing size and positions of the 8 contacts). 
The physical features of the magnetic card must comply with ISO 7810 and ISO 7811: 
- dimensions: 85.60 × 53.98 mm (see ISO7810 ID-1) 
- relief: see ISO7811-1, -3 
- recording format: (see ISO7811-2, -4, -5, -6) 

 

3.3 Technical specs 
 

Alimentazione / Power Supply 12 / 24 Vcc (+/- 5%) 

Assorbimento/ Current consumption 300 mA (picco/peak) 

Temperatura e Umidità operative / 
Working Temperature and Humidity 

0-50 °C 
10-90% RH (non condens.) 

I.F. Comunicazione / Communication I.F. ccTalk + protocollo di cifratura Diffie-Hellmann AES 256 

 
Standard ISO / Card ISO standard 

Carta IC / IC-Card: ISO7816 

Tessera Magnetica / Magnetic card: 
ISO7810, ISO7811 

 

Vita utile / Expected working life 
Operazioni testina magnetica / Magnetic Head operations: min. 200.000 

Contatti carta IC / IC-Card pins: min. 500.000 operazioni / operations 

Dimensioni / Size Vedi quote in sezione 5.1 / Check section 5.1 

Peso / Weight 104 gr. 

 

3.4 Available functions 
 

- Reads magnetic stripe cards 3-band (reads only 2nd band, containing the Tax Code) 
- Reads IC cards (also known as microchip or Smart Card) 
- Reads proximity cards (contactless) by NFC technology 

 
4. Warning 

 

1 - Follow the instructions of this manual 
2 - Disconnect the power supply before performing any maintenance 
3 - Use your device in the range of temperature / humidity recommended 

 

4 - While the device is in operation, do not allow any object to come into contact with the magnetic 
head or its connector, or errors may occur in reading 
5 - Do not expose to dust, sand, chemical vapor, or spray water or other liquids 
6 - Install preferably indoor 
7 - Do not clean components with thinner or organic solvents 
8 - Be careful to insert the card in the right direction: the IC Card must be introduced face up, the Magnetic stripe card must  
be slipped in face down to the right. 
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5. Installation 
 

The FALCH card reader fits to the machine as if it were an illuminated pushbutton,  

by its stem for 22mm x 22mm (or 24mm) mounting holes. This solution  
makes for an easy, quick, and ergonomical installation, thus cutting down  
time and significant costs. In fact, the FALCH reader allows to: 
1) remove one of the buttons from the deck, and install in its place  
the FALCH reader with button, or: 

2) drill a  24mm hole in a convenient cabinet position, and install  
the FALCH reader without button. 
 

The interface board (AA-2001) with its cable is available as an option 
(S-031403-000), to be connected to the reader 14-pin multi-function  
socket; the sockets available on this IF board make the connection  
to the machine board very easy, whatever the cable inside the cabinet. 

 

Alternatively, specific cables are available for the ccTalk connection only: 
S-031404-000 FALCH CONNECTION WIRING only for CCT (for reader WITHOUT BUTTON) 
S-031405-000 FALCH BUTTON CONNECTION WIRING only for CCT (for reader WITH BUTTON) 

5.1 Dimensions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                  14p multi-function socket 

 

5.2 Connections 

5.2.1 14pin socket pin-out 

 

6. Operation 
 

When the card reader is in stand-by, its LEDs light up in still blue color. 
While the card is being introduced into the reader slot, the LEDs light up in still yellow color. 
When the card has been completely inserted to the bottom end, two cases are possible: 
1. the reader recognizes the card and reads the data: the LEDs light up green. They remain lit in green for about 4 seconds. 

Then they turn off and stay off as long as the card stays inside the reader. 
2. the reader does not recognize the card, or it fails reading the card data: the LEDs light up red, as long as the card remains 

inside the reader. 
When the card is removed, the LEDs light up again in still blue. 
On reset, no card or foreign body must be inside the reader. If on reset the reader detects the presence of a card, the error 
status will be shown by the LEDs flashing in red colour (one flash per second). The LEDs colour will be restored to still blue, and 
the player returns to stand-by condition, only when the card is removed.

1. CCTALK SIGNAL 
2. +12V / 24V 
3. GND 
4. +5V 

5. TX (RS232 Serial); in MDB version: MDB TX- 
6. USB DP; in MDB version:  MDB RX+ 
7. RX (RS232 Serial), in MDB version: MDB RX- 
8. USB DM; in MDB version:  MDB TX+ 

9. COMMON PIN (Pushbutton) 
10. GND 
11. NO (Pushbutton Normally Open) 
12. NC (Pushbutton Normally Closed) 

13. Pushbutton illumination (active by grounding the pin) 

14. +12V  (Pushbutton) 

Max. panel 

thickness 

Hirose DF11-14DEP-2C  male connector  (DF11-14DS-2C  female connector) 



7. Communication protocol 
 

ccTalk communication commands 
 

- Baud rate (BPS): default 9600 BPS 
- Default ccTalk specific address = 0x33 (can be changed by header 251 Address change) 

 

7.1 Extracting the date of birth (full age control) 
 

Send the "Read date of birth" command at intervals from the master to the reader (see header FFA0 in section 7.2).  
The reader replies NACK until the card gets inserted. 
When the card is inserted and recognized (date of birth available), the reader will respond to the master with the date  
Of birth from the card, as long as the card remains inside the reader. If instead the reader CANNOT read the inserted 
card, the device shall respond by only one byte = 255. 
The reader shall reply by NACK upon removal of the card. 
 

Please note: if the card bears only the magnetic stripe (no chip), the date of birth returned to the host shall not include 
information about the Century: the year will be shown as a value between 0 and 99. 
 

Examples: 
date of birth 10/1/1990: with chip reading, year format = 1990 / magnetic stripe reading only, year format = 90; 
date of birth 12/12/1973: with chip reading, year format = 1973 / magnetic stripe reading only, year format = 73; 
date of birth 17/7/2009: with chip reading, year format = 2009 / magnetic stripe reading only, year format = 09. 
 

Advanced implementations: 
For more sophisticated implementations, the following two "auxiliary" commands are available for the master to send: 
- FFAE: reading the status of the card (absent, recognized, not recognized); 
- FFAF: request for a light signal to remind the User that he must remove the card (the reader flashes yellow until the 
card is removed). 
 

7.2 Specific Commands of the FALCH reader 
 

- header FFA0 – Read birth date 
replies NACK if card is absent or not detected; 
replies 4 byte with birth date, if card is inside the reader and is recognized; 
replies 1 byte = 255, if card is inside the reader but it is not recognized. 
 

Transmitted data : <none> 
Received data : [year MSB] [year LSB] [month] [day] 
 

day: value 1 … 31 
month: value 1 … 12 
year = [MSB]*256+[LSB] 
Please note! If the year data is read from magnetic stripe, its value will be returned as 0.. 99 (no Century information). 
 

Ex. of full reading from the chip: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF A0 2C 
RX < 01 04 33 00 07 C6 01 0A F0 
year = 0x07C6 = 1990 
month = 0x01 = 1 (January) 
day = 0x0A = 10 

Ex. of full reading from magnetic stripe: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF A0 2C 
RX < 01 04 33 00 00 49 0C 0C 67 
year = 0x0049 = 73 
month = 0x0C = 12 (December) 
day = 0x0C = 12  

Ex. of card not recognized/not detected: 
 
TX > 33 01 01 FF A0 2C 
RX < 01 01 33 00 FF CC 
 

 
 
 

- header FFA001 - Read birth date (ASCII) 
This command is alternative to the FFA0 command; the reader will return the date in ASCII format: 
replies NACK if card is absent or not recognized / not detected; 
replies 8 byte birth date if card is inside the reader and is recognized. 
Transmitted data: [01] 
Received data: 8 ASCII characters (4 = year, 2 = month, 2 = day) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Example of full reading from chip: 
TX > 33 02 01 FF A0 01 2A 
RX < 01 08 33 00 31 39 39 30 30 31 31 30 2F 
year = 0x31 0x39 0x39 0x30 = '1' '9' '9' '0' 
month = 0x30 0x31 = '0' '1' 
day = 0x31 0x30 = '1' '0'  

Example of full reading from magnetic stripe: 
TX > 33 02 01 FF A0 01 2A 
RX < 01 08 33 00 30 30 37 33 31 32 31 32 34 
year = 0x30 0x30 0x37 0x33 = '0' '0' '7' '3' 
month = 0x31 0x32 = '1' '2' 
day = 0x31 0x32 = '1' '2' 

 

- header FFA2 – Read Card settings (available from v. A1.0.6 up) 
 

Replies 2 bytes showing the existing settings with regards to activations and to priorities of the source files (chip/magnetic 
stripe). 
 

Transmitted data : <none> 
Received data : [activation window][reading priority] 
 

[activation window] : 
Bit 0 - magnetic stripe (0: disabled; 1: enabled) 
Bit 1 - chip (0: disabled; 1: enabled) 
 

[reading priority] =    1: magnetic stripe priority 
2: chip priority 

Esxample: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF A2 2A 
RX < 01 02 33 00 03 01 C6 
(03=chip and magnetic stripe enabled; 01=priority to magnetic stripe)  
 

- header FFA3xxyy – Modify Card settings (available from v. A1.0.6 up) 
 

This command allows to modify the existing settings with regards to activations and to priorities of the source files 
(chip/magnetic stripe). 
WARNING! Once made, modifications are permanent (the new settings get saved in non-volatile memory). 
 

Transmitted data : [activation window][reading priority] 
Received data : ACK 
 

[activation window] : 
Bit 0 - magnetic stripe (0: disabled; 1: enabled) 
Bit 1 - chip (0: disabled; 1: enabled) 
 

[reading priority] =  1: magnetic stripe priority 
2: chip priority 

 

Example: 
TX > 33 03 01 FF A3 01 01 25 
(01= magnetic stripe enabled, chip disabled; 01= priority to magnetic stripe) 
RX > 01 00 33 00 CC 

- header FFABxx – Read number of characters of the Magnetic stripe partition track  (available from v. A1.0.6 up) 

Replies the number of the characters that are detected as available in the requested partition track; 
replies NACK if the card is not inserted, or if the requested data are not available.  
Pay attention: the number of characters includes all the available ones (including, if present, ‘start’, ‘end’, ‘LRC’).   
 

Transmitted data : [track index] 
Received data : [number of characters] 
 

[track index] =  01: track 1 
02: track 2 

[number of characters] = amount of available characters 
 

Examples: 
TX > 33 02 01 FF AB 01 1F  (track 1) 
RX < 01 01 33 00 21 AA   (number of characters track 1 = 0x21) 
TX > 33 02 01 FF AB 02 1E (traccia 2) 
RX < 01 01 33 00 17 B4   (number of characters track 2 = 0x17)  
 

 
 
 
 



- header FFABxxssnn - Read the characters of the Magnetic stripe partition track  (available from v. A1.0.6 up) 

 

Replies the ASCII characters read in the requested partition track; 
replies NACK if the card is not inserted,  or if the requested data are not available.. 
Pay attention: the number of characters includes all the available ones (including, if present, ‘start’, ‘end’, ‘LRC’).   
 

Transmitted data : [track index][index of first character][number of characters] 
Received data : ASCII 
 

[track index] = 01: track 1 
02: track 2 

[index of first character]  = index (base 0=zero) of start reading position 
[number of requested characters]  = 0: ALL the available characters; 

> 0: number of requested characters 
Notice: if the number of the requested characters is higher than the number of the available characters, only the available 
characters will be returned – therefore the number of returned characters will be less than the requested number. 
 

Examples: 
TX > 33 04 01 FF AB 01 01 10 0C 
reading of track 1; starting from index 1; 16 characters) 
RX < 01 10 33 00 50 47 4E 4E 44 52 37 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** A5 
(PGNNDR7*********) 
 

TX > 33 04 01 FF AB 02 00 00 1C 
reading of track 2; starting from first character, index 0; ALL characters) 
RX < 01 17 33 00 3B 38 30 33 38 30 30 30 30 38 30 30 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 33 3F 35 0B 
(;80380000800********3?5) 
 

- header FFAE – Read Card status 
 

Transmitted data : <none> 
Received data : [status of the card] 
 

[status of the card] =  0 : card is absent; 
1 : card is inside the reader and it is recognized ( = birth date available); 
255: card is inside the reader, but it is not recognized. 
 

Example: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF AE 1E 
RX < 01 01 33 00 00 CB (card is absent) 
 

Example: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF AE 1E 
RX < 01 01 33 00 01 CA (card is inside the reader and it is recognized) 
 

Example: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF AE 1E 
RX < 01 01 33 00 FF CC (card is inside the reader, but it is not recognized) 
 

- header FFAF – Request Card Removal (light signal alert) 
 

Transmitted data : <none> 
Received data : [statuis of the card] (see command FFAE) 
 

This command is active when the card is inserted into the reader; the purpose of this command is to attract the User's 
attention and warn her/him not to forget to remove the card from the reader: upon receipt of this command, the LEDs will 
flash yellow until the card has completely been removed. 
If the card has already been removed, the command will have no effect. 
 

Example: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF AF 1D 
RX < 01 01 33 00 01 CA (the card is inside the reader: the LEDs flash yellow) 
 

Example: 
TX > 33 01 01 FF AF 1D 

RX < 01 01 33 00 00 (the card has been removed: the LEDs light up still blue) 
 
 
 
 
 



7.3 ccTalk commands for reading the source file 
 

- header FFAD00 - Reading of the "source"  
Returns NACK if the card is absent (or not recognized); 
returns 1 byte, if the card is inserted and recognized, with the following possible values:  

1: magnetic stripe has been read;    2: chip has been read;    3: both chip and magnetic stripe have been read. 
returns 1 byte = 255, if the card is inserted but HAS NOT BEEN recognized. 
This command can be useful when other information than the date of birth is looked for. In fact, the information relating to 
the Family name (Surname), Name, Sex, Place of Birth, and Place of residence, are available only if the chip has been 
successfully read. If the card has only the magnetic stripe only, only the tax code can be read apart from the date of birth. 
 

- header FFAD01 – Read Family Name / Surname (*) 
returns the Family name in ASCII format (maximum 40 characters); or,  
returns NACK if the requested information is not available. 
 

- header FFAD02 - Read Name (*) 
returns the name in ASCII format (maximum 40 characters); or, 
returns NACK if the requested information is not available. 
 

- header FFAD03 - Read Sex (*) 
returns "F" or "M" character (1 byte in ASCII format); or,  
returns NACK if the requested information is not available. 
 

- header FFAD04 - Read Tax Code 
returns the tax code (16 bytes in ASCII format); or, 
returns NACK if the requested information is not available. 
 

- header FFAD05 - Read Code of Birth Place  (*)  
returns the code of the town of birth (4 bytes in ASCII format); or,  
returns NACK if the requested information is not available. 
 

- header FFAD06 - Read Code of the Place of living (*)  
returns the code of the town of residence (4 bytes in ASCII format); or,  
returns NACK if the requested information is not available. 
 

The following commands have been implemented starting from the FALCH versions endowed with fw v.A1.0.2: 
 

FFAD07 - Read CHIP: Card Identifying Number 
FFAD08 - Read CHIP: Card Identifying Number, Luhn-verified 
FFAD24 - Read CHIP: Fiscal Code (Tax Id. Number) 
 

- header FFAD07 – Read CHIP: Card Identifying Number (*) 
Returns the Card Identifying Number that has been detected from the sector “MF/DF0/EF.ID_Carta” of the Chip. 
The reader will answer by 16 ASCII format bytes; or, it will return NACK if no data is available or detected.  
For instance, it will return NACK if the Card has not been inserted, or if the chip has NOT been read. 
 

Notice: the check digit of the Identifing No. is the 16th byte. The master should verify that the information is correct.  

Ex.:  
TX > 33 02 01 FF AD 07 17 
RX < 01 10 33 00 36 30 33 30 36 30 38 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 35 8E 
(6030608********5) 
 

- header FFAD08 – Card Identifying Number, Luhn-verified (*) 
This command is same as FFAD07, except that the device will formally verify the data by using the Luhn formula (known 
also as Module 10). If the formula shows that the detected data shows that they are not correct, NACK will be returned.  
 

- header FFAD24 – Fiscal Code (Tax Id. Number) (*) 
The reader will answer by 16 ASCII format bytes; or, it will return NACK if no data is available or detected.  
For instance, it will return NACK if the Card has not been inserted, or if the chip has NOT been read.. 
 

Esempio:  
TX > 33 02 01 FF AD 24 FA 
RX < 01 10 33 00 50 47 4E 4E 44 52 37 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** A5 
(PGNNDR7*********) 
 

(*) PLEASE NOTE: this information is available only if reading the chip. 

 
 
 



7.4 ccTalk standard commands 
 

The following ccTalk standard commands are available and active in the FALCH reader: 
 

254 Simple poll 
 

the reader replies by Ack : 
TX > 33 00 01 FE CE 
RX < 01 00 33 00 CC 
 

253 Address poll 
 

the reader replies by one single byte that is equal to the value of its address. This command is used in broadcast mode, 
by which the Master addresses all the Slaves, by querying them with address 0: 
TX > 00 00 01 FD 02 
RX < 33 
 

252 Address clash 
 

the reader replies by one single byte = value of its address. This command is used in broadcast mode, where the Master 
addresses all the Slaves, by querying them with address 0. Response time is pseudo-random from 1ms to 255 ms. 
TX > 00 00 01 FC 03 
RX < 33 
 

251 Address change 
 

the reader replies by Ack, and will take up the new address; from then on, it will answer to prompts if sent to such new 
address. The new addres is equal to the byte value sent as command data: 
TX > 33 01 01 FB 32 9E (will take up new address 32) 
RX < 01 00 33 00 CC 
 

250 Address random 
 

the reader replies by Ack, and will take up a new random address; from then on, it will only answer to prompts sent to 
such new address. 
TX > 33 00 01 FA D2 
RX < 01 00 33 00 CC 
 

246 Request manufacturer id 
 

the reader replies by the name of the Manufacturer: 
TX > 33 00 01 F6 D6 
RX < 01 08 33 00 41 6C 62 65 72 69 63 69 A9 (Alberici) 
 

245 Request equipment category id 
 

the reader replies by indicating what type of device it is: 
TX > 33 00 01 F5 D7 
RX < 01 0B 33 00 43 61 72 64 20 72 65 61 64 65 72 B4 (Card Reader) 
 

244 Request product code 
 

the reader replies by providing its peculiar product code: 
TX > 33 00 01 F4 D8 
RX < 01 09 33 00 4C 54 20 4C 4E 58 20 30 31 90 (LT LNX 01) 
 

242 Request serial number 
 

the reader replies by providing its distinctive serial number: 
TX > 33 00 01 F2 DA 
RX < 01 03 33 00 0C 00 00 BD 
 

241 Request software revision 
 

the reader replies by providing the release number of its internal software: 
TX > 33 00 01 F1 DB 
RX < 01 0B 33 00 75 31 2E 30 20 41 31 2E 30 2E 31 6E (u1.0 A1.0.1) 
 

192 Request build code 
 

TX > 33 00 01 C0 0C 
RX < 01 07 33 00 4C 54 20 56 31 2E 30 20 (LT V1.0) 
 

170 Request base year 
 

TX > 33 00 01 AA 22 
RX > 01 04 33 00 32 30 30 30 06 (2000) 
 



7.5 Commands of the NEWSLOT ccTalk AES protocol 
 

The ccTalk commands implemented in this device are the ones reported on the document "List of the commands of the 
ccTalk protocol for the Italian market", law 289 - comma 6", which specifies the ccTalk Italy package of commands currently 
in use (see "ccTalk Italy communication protocol”), but modified so as to make the peripheral compliant with the new 
security requirements established by the document “Technical Table Report 2012, 3.3, 2nd edition - Peripheric 27.02.2013”, 
to which the reader is referred for details. 

 

COMMANDS TO BE IMPLEMENTED ON THE GAME-BOARDS for the 
“COMMA 6A +” (NEWSLOT) CERTIFICATION 

For the convenience of the designer, this data sheet provides the sum-up of the specific commands relevant to the 
Diffie-Hellmann AeS256 encryption protocol, as required by the Italian New Slot regulations. The description of the 

non-encrypted commands 235, 234, 206 e 200 is given in both italian and english languages. 
PLEASE NOTICE: the details concerning the Diffie Hellmann protocol can be found in the attached document “Technical table rev 3 3-2nd 

edition – Peripheric.pdf”. 
 

HEX  HEADER DESCRIPTION 

EB 235 Read DH public key 

EA 234 Send DH public key 
CE   206 Switch encryption AES key 
C8 200 Request product parameters 

 
DEFINITION OF THE NON-ENCRYPTED COMMANDS 

 

HEADER 235 (0xEB) "READ DH PUBLIC KEY" 

Message structure of the request for the DH Public Key sent by the host: 

[Destination Address] [1] [Source Address] [235] [Mode] [CHK] 

[mode] 
0 - request status 
1 - request public key 

The slave will reply by one of the two shown below, according to the chosen parameter:   
- mode 0:[Destination Address] [Number Byte] [Source Address] [0] [Status] [CHK] 
- mode 1:[Destination Address] [Number Byte] [Source Address] [0] [key 1] [key 2]… [key N] [CHK] 
in which: 
[Number Byte]= N/16 where N is equal to: 16 or 32 or 64 or 128 or 256 or 512 

[status] 

0 - shared key calculation in progress 
1 - shared key ready 

[key]: LSB first 

The public key returned by the slave shall be 256bit, i.e. 32 byte transmitted. 
 

HEADER 234 (0xEA) "SEND DH PUBLIC KEY" 

Structure of the command that transfers the DH host public key to the peripheral.: 

[Destination Address] [Number Byte] [Source Address] [234] [key 1] 
[key 2]… [ key N ] [CHK] 
In which: 
[Number Byte]= N/16 where N is equal to: 16 or 32 or 64 or 128 or 256 or 512 

[key]:LSB first 
The host transfers its 256bit DH public key to the peripheral, i.e. 32 bytes transmitted.  
Upon receiving the key, the slave shall return ACK and will start the calculation of a shared key.



  HEADER 200 (0xC8) "REQUEST PRODUCT PARAMETERS" 

By this command itis possible to request the parameters that allow identification of the peripheral unit.  

The host sends its maximum DH key length as command parameter: [Destination 
Address] [1] [Source Address] [200] [Maximum DH key length] [CHK]  

The slave returns: 
[Destination Address] [42] [Source Address] [0] [Maximum DH key length] [Maximum Baud rate supported] [FW 
rev 1] …[FW rev 8] [ACMI protocol rev 1] [ACMI protocol rev 2] [Serial number 1]…[Serial number 4] [Manuf 
1]…[Manuf 16] [Product code 1]…[Product code 8] [DH counter 1] [DH counter 2] [CHK] 

- [Maximum DH key length]: 2 (256 bit); 

- [Maximum Baud rate supported]: 1 (9600); 
- [FW rev 1] …[FW rev 8]: "4.02 "; 
- [ACMI protocol rev 1] [ACMI protocol rev 2]: 33; 
- [Serial number 1]…[Serial number 4]: 0-4294967296, LSB->MSB; 
- [Manuf 1]…[Manuf 16]: "ALBERICI "; 
- [Product code 1]…[Product code 8]: "AH MNMCR"; 

- [DH counter 1] [DH counter 2]: 0-65535, LSB->MSB; 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE  ENCRYPTED MESSAGES 

Structure of the messages  - with data and without data:  

[ Destination address ] 

[ Nr. of AES bytes ] 
[ Source address ] 
[ Header ] 
[ AES 1 ] 
... 
[ AES n ] 
[ Checksum ] 
The number of AES bytes is multiple of 16 (16, 32, 64, 256, ….). The header is a constant equal to ‘220’ and is a 
constant value to recognize the encrypted command: the slave reply shall be '0'.  
The CHK is the simple 8 bit checksum 

The format of AES Data Blocks for a message with data   - before encryption -   has the following structure: 
[ nr. bytes ] [ header ] [ challenge lsb ] [ challenge msb ][ data 1 ] [ data 2 ] ... [ data n ] [ filler 1 ] [ filler 2 ]... [ filler 
k ] [crc lsb] [crc msb] 

nr. bytes = number of data bytes n 
header = ccTalk command 
challenge = number sent by the host 
data = ccTalk data 
filler = 0 for byte padding (ignore) 
crc = error-detecting code (CRC-CCITT,polinomial x16+x12+x5+1,initial 0x0000) 

The format of AES Data Blocks for a message without data    - before encryption -   has the following structure: 
 [ nr. bytes ] [ header ] [ challenge lsb ] [ challenge msb ] [ filler 1 ] [ filler 2 ] ... [ filler k ] [crc lsb] [crc msb] 

1. nr. bytes = 0 

2. header = ccTalk command or "0=ACK", "5=NACK", "6=BUSY" 
3. challenge = number sent by the host 
4. filler = 0 for byte padding (ignore) 
5. crc = error-detecting code (CRC-CCITT,polinomial x16+x12+x5+1,initial 0x0000)



 

NEW COMMANDS SPECIFICATION  
(from “Technical Table Report 2012, 3.3, 2nd edition - Peripheric 27.02.2013”) 

Header 235 ‐ Read DH public key (see page 12 as well) 
Not encrypted command 
The command sent by the host: 
[Destination Address] [1] [Source Address] [235] [Mode] [CHK] 
[mode] 

   0 ‐ request status 

1 ‐ request public key 

The answer sent by slave when [Mode]= 0 can be: 
[Destination Address] [Number Byte] [Source Address] [0] [Status] [CHK] 
Where: [status] 

0 ‐ shared key calculation in progress 
1 ‐ shared key ready 

The answer sent by slave when [Mode]= 1 can be: 
[Destination Address] [Number Byte] [Source Address] [0] [Status] [CHK] 
Where: [status] 

0‐  shared key calculation in progress 
Or 

[Destination Address] [Number Byte] [Source Address] [0] [ key 1 ] [ key 2 ]… [ key N ] [CHK] Where: 
[Number Byte]= N/16 where N is: 32 or 64 or 128 or 256 or 512 
[key] 
The key length depends on the maximum prime size supported by the hardware. 
If mode = 1 then the host can request the DH public key from the peripheral. This is returned LSB first. The length will 
depend on the processing capability of the peripheral e.g. 128 bytes for 1024 bit DH; it may be much shorter though. 

Once the host sends the DH host public key using the command below, it can poll the peripheral status to see when it 

has performed all the calculations necessary to create the shared key for AES‐256 encryption. The host sends [ mode ] 
= 0 and the peripheral returns a status of 1 when it is ready. 
The host should not attempt any other command until the shared key is ready. 

 

Header 234 ‐ Send DH public key (see page 12 as well) 
Not encrypted command 
The command sent by the host: 
[Destination Address] [Number Byte] [Source Address] [234] [ key 1 ] [ key 2 ]… [ key N ] [CHK] Where: 
[Number Byte]= N/16 where N is: 32 or 64 or 128 or 256 or 512 
[key] is sent LSB first 
Received data : ACK 
This command transfers the DH host public key to the peripheral. The host, for an optimized security level, should 
transfer the key with the maximum length supported either the host and the slave (use the command 200 to 
handshake the DH key length), but also a DH key length smaller is acceptable. An ACK is returned immediately 
and the calculation of a shared key in the peripheral is then started. The host can use the previous command in a status 
polling mode to find out when the calculation is complete. 

 

Header 223 ‐ Modify inhibit and override registers (valid only for coin acceptor) 

New encrypted command: 

[Destination Address] [32] [Source Address] [220] [AES data 1]……[AES data 32] [CHK].  
The format of Data Blocks [AES data 1]…..[AES data 32] when decrypted has this format  
[Number Data Bytes= 13] [223] [Challenge LSB] [Challenge MSB] 
[Inhibit mask 1] [Inhibit mask 2] [Inhibit mask 3] [Inhibit mask 4] 

[Cash value 1] [Cash value 2] [Cash value 3] [Cash value 4] 
[Coin count 1] [Coin count 2] [Coin count 3] [Coin count 4] 
[Sorter override mask] 
[Filler 1= 0]…[Filler 13= 0] [CRC LSB] [CRC MSB] 



Received data : ACK 
This command controls coin acceptance in the coin acceptor; both whether a coin is accepted or rejected, and where 
the coin is routed (e.g. hopper or cashbox). 

The inhibit mask controls which coins are enabled or disabled. The cash value sets a maximum value that can be 
accepted (coins are disabled by the peripheral accordingly). The coin count sets a maximum number of coins that can 
be accepted (coins are disabled by the peripheral accordingly). 

The sorter override mask forces subsequent hopper coins to cashbox. 
[inhibit mask] 
B0 ‐ Coin Type 1 ( 0 ‐ coin inhibited, 1 ‐ coin enabled ) B1 ‐ Coin Type 2 

B2 ‐ Coin Type 3 
… 
B31 ‐ Coin Type 32 
Each bit controls a coin inhibit. Inhibit mask 1 is the LSB and controls coin types 1 to 8; inhibit mask 4 controls coin 
types 25 to 32. 
There is support for up to 32 coin types. Refer to the product manual to see how many coin types are supported. 
Default operation is to have all inhibit mask bytes set to 255. There is no problem enabling unsupported coin types.  
[cash value] 

0 ‐ disabled 

0 or more ‐  maximum cash value that can be accepted 
This is a single value in 4 bytes ( 0 to 4,294,967,295 ). Cash value 1 is the LSB. 
The cash value is specified in terms of the lowest monetary unit in that currency e.g. cents, pence, pesos etc. 
The coin acceptor will accept coins up to the value specified ( and using the inhibit mask supplied ). Inserted coins 
which take the cumulative total above this amount will be rejected regardless of the inhibit status. Event code 1, 
‘Reject coin’, will be returned for these coins. Every time the host sends this command the cumulative total is reset to zero. 
The use of this field alleviates the problems with latency while waiting for a serial credit and trying to apply an inhibit 
mask before the next coin is entered. Latency is usually worse when high‐strength encryption is being used. 
[coin count] 

0 ‐ disabled 

1 or more ‐ maximum number of coins which can be accepted 
This is a single value in 4 bytes ( 0 to 4,294,967,295 ). Coin count 1 is the LSB. 
The coin acceptor will accept coins up to the total number specified ( and using the inhibit mask supplied ) and then 
reject all subsequent coins. Event code 1, ‘Reject coin’, will be returned for these coins. Every time the host sends this command the 
cumulative coin count is reset to zero. 
The use of this field alleviates the problems with latency while waiting for a serial credit and trying to apply an inhibit 

mask before the next coin is entered. Latency is usually worse when high‐strength encryption is being used. 
[sorter override mask] 

B0 ‐ Sorter Path 1 ( 0 ‐ cashbox sorting, 1 ‐ normal sorting ) B1 ‐ Sorter Path 2 

B2 ‐ Sorter Path 3 

B3 ‐ Sorter Path 4 

B4 ‐ Sorter Path 5 

B5 ‐ Sorter Path 6 

B6 ‐ Sorter Path 7 

B7 ‐ Sorter Path 8 
Each bit controls a sorter path divert; not a coin type. Up to 8 sorter paths ( = hoppers ) are supported. If a sorter path 
has an override then the coin will be sent to an auxiliary or default path; usually the cashbox. 
The default operation is to have the sorter override mask set to 255. 

Header 206 ‐ Switch encryption AES key 
New encrypted command 
[Destination Address] [48] [Source Address] [220] [AES data 1]……[AES data 48] [CHK] 
The format of Data Blocks [AES data 1]…..[AES data 32] when decrypted has this format: 
[Number Data Bytes= 32] [206]  
[Challenge LSB= 0] [Challenge MSB= 0] 

[New key 1] …[New key 32] 
[Filler 1= 0]…[Filler 10= 0] [CRC LSB] [CRC MSB] 
Received data : ACK 
Only when the device decrypts the packet and confirms the CRC is correct does it change the key to the new value



  Header 200 ‐ Request product parameters (see page 13 as well) 
Not encrypted command 
The command sent by the host 
[Destination Address] [1] [Source Address] [200] [Maximum DH key length] [CHK] 
The answer sent by slave is: 

[Destination Address] [42] [Source Address] [0] [Maximum DH key length] [Maximum Baud rate supported] [FW rev 1] 

…[FW rev 8] [ACMI protocol rev 1] [ACMI protocol rev 2] [Serial number 1]… 
   [Serial number 4] [Manuf 1]…[Manuf 16] [Product code 1]…[Product code 8] [DH counter 1] [DH counter 2] [CHK] Where: 

[Maximum DH key length] follows the table below: 

[Maximum Baud rate supported] follows the table below: 
 

[FW rev] is 8 x ASCII characters 
[ACMI protocol] is a 2 bytes encoding of the release number of this document (e.g. referring the document 3.0 the 
[ACMI protocol rev 1]= 3 and [ACMI protocol rev 2]= 0) 

[Serial Number] is 4 bytes binary. Range 0‐4294967296. Serial number 1 = LSB, Serial number 4 = MSB. 
The serial number is numerical only and must be unique for a given manufacturer / product name. 
[Manuf] is 16 x ASCII characters. Manufacturer name. Upper case only. 

[Product code] is 8 x ASCII characters. This is the product name. It may be abbreviated to fit within the 8 characters. 
Left justified and right padded with spaces ( ASCII 32 ). May contain upper / lower case. 
[DH counter] is the counter of the total DH key exchange procedure completed with success in the whole lifecycle of 

the device. Range 0‐65535. DH counter 1 = LSB, DH counter 2 = MSB. 

 
PLEASE NOTICE: for specific and more detailed information about the Diffie-Hellman protocol, as defined by 
the Technical Table 3.3, pleasse see the “Technical table rev 3 3-2nd edition - Peripheric.pdf” papers. 

 
 
 



8. Maintenance 
 

Dust on the sensors, or on the magnetic head, could affect the performance of the reader. It is therefore recommended 
to clean the reader regularly, at least every 10.000 reading events. 
- Make use of a simulation card moistened with alcohol to clean the magnetic head: insert it into the reader and 
withdraw it several times. 
- Make use of a simulation card moistened with alcohol to clean the spring contacts for the chip: insert it into the reader 
and withdraw it several times. 
 

9. Guarantee  

The manufacturer will fix malfunctions arising from production faults in this machine or parts of it within 12 months from 
the date of sale.  

 

All communications referring to guarantee repairs or replacements must be accompanied by the product serial number 
and the copy of the sale invoice.  
To obtain your guarantee repair, please send the part to the Dealer where you purchased the machine, together with 
the following documents: 
- copy of the sale invoice 
- delivery note stating “returned for guarantee repair”  
- detailed report of the problem found and the circumstances in which it occurs.  

 

Before sending the product, please get in touch with your Dealer or with Alberici S.p.a. (+39 051 944300); very 
malfunctions can be fixed via a simple phone call, saving you costs and time.  

 

Alberici S.p.a. will verify that warranty is applicable, i.e. that problem is not caused by:  
- transport damages  
- damages from incorrect installation or wrong configuration  
- installation in premises or areas not complying with the prescribed safety requirements  
- intentional or unwilled tampering  
- wrong or careless use or maintenance  
- non-compliance with precautions prescribed (see Chapter 4. Caution)  
- natural disasters, vandalisms, intentional or unintentional damage  

 

Guarantee is considered automatically expired if outer and inner labels are missing.  
 

Transport costs of repaired products are at the Customer’s charge.  
 
 

10. Customer service 
 

Alberici S.p.a. will be pleased to offer all the necessary information on use, ordinary maintenance and technical service. 
Please call (+39) 051 944300 and specify if your request concerns information on use or technical support. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alberici S.p.A. reserves the right to make changes to the equipment described and to its technical  

specifications at any time and without notice, in pursuit of continual improvement of this product. 
 
 
 

NOTICE 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Progettazione e produzione di sistemi di pagamento, accessori per videogames e macchine vending 
Design and manufacture of payment systems, accessories for videogames and vending machines 

 
Via Ca’ Bianca 421   
40024  Castel San Pietro 
Terme (BO) – ITALY 
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